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ABSTRACT
We describe a generalization of Tits' construction of Lie algebras by Jordan
algebras ([4]) to a construction of Lie Algebras by Jordan triple systems. This
generalization comprises Meyberg's construction of Lie algebras by Jordan triple
systems ([3]) in the same way as T its' construction comprises Kantor's ([1]) and
Koecher's ([2]), and it has as Tits' construction the advantage that it allows to
obtain d ifferent forms of a Lie algebra starting with the same Jordan triple system.
We suppose char K #2,3 and recall that a Jordan-triple system on a
vector space V over K is defined by the identities
(JTI) {abc} = {cba} and
(JT2) {ab{cde}} = {{abc}de} - {c{bad}e} + {cd{abe}} .
Let W be a two-dimensional vector space over K and <,) a symmetric
non-zero bilinear form on W. We put
(I) {abc}: = <ab)c+ <cb)a- <ac)b
for a, b, c E Wand obtain a Jordan-triple-product on W. Denoting the
map c --7 {a, b, c} by l(a, b), the expression l(a, b)- <a, b)idw is alternating
in a and b. Since W has dimension two over K the linear span of the
endomorphisms l(a, b)- <a, b)idw has dimension lover K.
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Hence it follows that
(2) [l(a, b), l(c, d)] = 0 for all a, b, o, dEW.
Together with (J.T.2) this implies
{{abc}de} = {c{bad}e} for all a, b, e, d, e E W ,
or in terms of endomorphisms of W using (JTl)
l(e, d)l(a, b)=l(e, l(b, a)d) and
(3) l(l(ab)c, d) =l(c, l(b, a)d).
Replacing e by c in the first of the last two identities and using (2) we get
(4) l(a, b)l(c, d) =l(l(a, b)c, d).
Now we can prove the following
LEMMA : Let TV be a two dimensional Jordan triple-system over K defined
by (1) and J be any Jordan triple-system over K then the triple-product on
TV Q9 J defined by
{a Q9 x, b ® y, c Q9 z}:={a, b, c} ® {x, y, z} for a, b, c E TV and
x, y, ZEJ
is a Jordan-triple product on TV Q9 J.
PROOF : (JTl) is obviously satisfied. As (JT2) is linear in all variables
we have only two show (JT2) for a spanning set of TV 0 J. Let 1resp. L
denote the left multiplications in TV resp . J . Then the left-multiplication,
say M , in TV 0 J is given by
M(a ® x, b ® y)=l(a, b) 0 L(x, V).
Now we obtain because of (2)
[l(a, b) ® L(x, V), l(c, d) Q9 L(z, w)] = l(a , b)l(c, d) Q9 [L(x, V), L(z, w)]
which has now to be shown to be equal to
l(l(a, b)c, d) 0 L(L(x, y)z, w) -l(c, l(b, a)d) Q9 L(z, L(y, x) TV)
which by (3) and (JT2) is
l(l(ab) c, d) Q9 [L(x, V), L(z, w)].
So the equality to be shown follows from (4).
Having a Jordan triple-system on TV Q9 J one gets a Lie triple-system
on the vector space TV Q9 J by alternation of the first two variables in
the Jordan triple product. From the Lie triple system one obtains a
Lie-algebra by taking the standard imbedding. We proceed in a
slightly different way.
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By choosing an endomorphism T of Wand a skew-symmetric bilinear
form a on W such that
l(a, b)= (a, b)idw+a(a, b)T
we get for the left-multiplication in the Lie triple-system on W ® J
!(M(a ® x , b (8)y)-M(b ®y, a ®x))=
=i(a, b)idw (8) (L(x, y)-L(y, x))+
+ ! a(a, b)T (8) (L(x , y)+L(y, x )),
which is in
idw (8) Del' J + T ® IDC(J)
where Del' J is the Lie-Algebra of derivations and IDC(J) is defined by
IDC(J): = {BIB E End J, B{xyz} = {Bxyz}- {xByz} + {xyBz}}.
(Note that idJ E IDC(J))
(5) Clearly trT=O, so T2= -(det T)idw
and T is not a scalar multiple of idw. Choosing aWE W, such that W
and Tw form a basis of W, we see that an element of (id w (8) Del' J) n
n er (8) IDC(J)) is zero on W 0 J =w 0 J EB Tw 0 J.
Hence the sum
id w (8) Del' J +T (8) IDC(J) is direct.
One easily cheeks that for BE IDC(J) the endomorphism T ® B of W (8) J
is a derivation of the Lie-triple-system on W ® J, as is any element of
idw ® Del' J, of course.
So we have the
THEOREM : Th ere is a natural Lie-algebra structure on
(idw (8) Del' J EB T ® IDC(J)) EB W ® J
such that this Lie algebra contains the standard imbedding 01 the Lie triple-
system on W (8) J as a subalgebra.
For the element U: = T (8) idJ E T (8) IDC(J) one obtains (adU)3=
- (det T)adu from (5).
Also from (5) one sees that if (-det T) is a square *0 in K then one
can choose a basis of eigenvectors of T in Wand our construction then
is easily seen to be equivalent to Meyberg's.
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